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Submission on Exposure Draft ED 03/18 Proposed Auditing Standard ASA 540 Auditing Accounting 

Estimates and Related Disclosures 

CPA Australia represents the diverse interests of more than 163,000 members working in 125 countries 

and regions around the world. We make this submission on behalf of our members and in the broader 

public interest. 

CPA Australia supports the proposed auditing standard ASA 540 Auditing Accounting Estimates and 

Related Disclosures, as we consider that it addresses the need for a more robust audit approach for 

complex estimates whilst still allowing for a proportionate scalable audit response to less complex 

estimates. 

Consultation questions and responses 

1. Have applicable laws and regulations been appropriately addressed in the proposed standard?
Are there any references to relevant laws or regulations that have been omitted?

No omissions noted. 

2. Are there are any laws or regulations that may, or do, prevent or impede the application of the
proposed standard, or may conflict with the proposed standard?

None identified.

3. Are there are any principles and practices considered appropriate in maintaining or improving
audit quality in Australia that may, or does, prevent or Impede the application of the proposed
standard, or may conflict with the proposed standard?

None identified.

4. What, if any, are the additional significant costs to/benefits for auditors and the business
community arising from compliance with the main changes to the requirements of the proposed
standard? If significant costs are expected, the AUASB would like to understand: (a) Where
those costs are likely to occur;
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